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by SCOlog is found to improve the understanding of the domain for non-SCM experts. Furthermore, SCO-
log allows for maintainability and reusability.
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The modern business landscape is highly dynamic and compet-
itive. The current boundaryless corporate arena is characterised by
rapid rhythms of change and a high degree of uncertainty. In order
to succeed in the 21st century global and volatile market, compa-
nies can no longer compete in isolation from their Supply Chain
(SC) partners. SC- rather than enterprise-based competition is
now experienced (Harrison & van Hoek, 2008), and thus ‘‘supply
chain management consciousness is accelerating up the corporate
agenda’’ (Storey, Emberson, Godsell, & Harrison, 2006, p. 757).
One of the most prominent problems in supply chain manage-
ment (SCM) involves the end-to-end integration of supply chains
(Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2004). This involves aligning objectives with
upstream and downstream SC partners, streamlining SC operations
and coordinating activities across the supply chain. In today’s dis-
tributed and uncertain environment there is an imperative
requirement for SC integration (Butner, 2010). At the same time,
the emergence of global SC operations poses a great challenge to
integrating supply chains and increases SC risk. Achieving resilient
and fully integrated supply chains is a demanding task that re-
quires a deep understanding of supply chain management
dynamics.
Although the SCM research community has long recognised the
signiﬁcance of analysing SCM dynamics (Choi, Dooley, & Rungtu-
sanatham, 2001; Lee, Padmanabhan, & Whang, 1997; Sarimveis,
Patrinos, Tarantilis, & Kiranoudis, 2008), relatively little has been
reported on the matter of analysing SC operation dynamics. Hence,the interrelationships between the operational behaviour (i.e. deci-
sions, actions and interactions) of SC members during SC operation
have been overlooked by existing literature, despite the fact that
understanding SC operation dynamics is essential for coordinating
SC activities and integrating supply chains. First, companies need
to understand the interdependencies between different aspects
of their SC operational behaviours in order to achieve internal inte-
gration. For example, how do their every-day sourcing decisions
and actions affect their production activities? Such information is
crucial for streamlining and synchronising the operation of sepa-
rate business functions. Second, SC managers need to have a deep
understanding of the interrelationships between the operational
behaviour of different SC members; this is particularly important
when employing upstream and downstream SC integration initia-
tives, as SC-wide process transparency is a critical antecedent to
effective coordination of SC activities (Fawcett & Magnan, 2002).
This involves, for instance, understanding how the production
decision-making of an organisation at the very ﬁrst tiers of the sup-
ply chain affects the sourcing activities of a company within the
last SC tiers. Third, the effect of individual SC members’ operational
behaviour on SC-wide performance should be clear to SCM practi-
tioners. Such knowledge could help towards repairing problematic
SC operation and improving SC performance. Fourth, the interrela-
tionships between SC members’ operational behaviour and SC dis-
ruptions should be taken into account when planning or
implementing SC integration projects. This involves identifying
the effect of disruptive events on individual SC members, and
how this may be propagated along the supply chain. It also in-
cludes discovering whether speciﬁc disruptions occur due to the
operational behaviour of certain SC members. The above illustrate
the signiﬁcance of understanding SC operation dynamics and moti-
vate our research.
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and discovering them is a challenging task. The problem becomes
even harder when one considers the distributed, dynamic and
complex nature of modern supply chains. Artiﬁcial intelligence
and knowledge-based techniques (Steﬁk, 1995) are well-known
for analysing complex and dynamic systems, and providing rigor-
ous decision support. More relatively, they can automatically de-
rive transparent explanations of complex behaviours. They also
enable the explicit diagnosis of problematic situations, which can
be supported by valuable explanations.
This paper employs artiﬁcial intelligence techniques for analys-
ing supply chain operation dynamics. In accordance with the four
aspects of SC operation dynamics described above, we focus on
identifying the interrelationships that lie:
 between different aspects of an SC member’s operational
behaviour,
 between the operational behaviour of different SC members,
 between SC members’ operational behaviour and SC
performance,
 between SC members’ operational behaviour and SC
disruptions.
We propose a logic- and knowledge-based approach to the re-
search problem, named ‘SCOlog’ (Supply Chain Operation dynam-
ics explained through a LOGic-based approach). SCOlog consists
of three components: First, a framework for modelling SC opera-
tion is proposed, covering commonly agreed aspects of SC opera-
tion, while recognising current trends and issues of the ﬁeld. The
modelling constructs are declaratively speciﬁed and they can be di-
rectly used to model SC operation scenarios. Second, rule-based
execution semantics of this model are speciﬁed, based on which
a simulation environment is implemented. The developed system
can be used to simulate complex SC operation scenarios and per-
form what-if analysis. Third, a mechanism for generating explana-
tions of simulated SC operation is designed by utilising the
declarative formalism of SC operation constructs and the rule-
based speciﬁcation of execution semantics. An explanation system
is implemented which can automatically answer questions on SC
operation dynamics.
We hypothesise that SCOlog generates explanations that im-
prove the understanding of the domain for non-SCM experts
and employs a logic-based approach to the modelling and simu-
lation of supply chain operation, allowing for maintainability
and reusability. This hypothesis is decomposed in two research
claims:
1. The use of automated explanation support improves the under-
standing of the domain for non-SCM experts, with respect to
their (a) time-efﬁciency and (b) correctness when explaining
SC operation dynamics. The correctness improvement is bigger
compared to the case where no automated explanation support
is available, without loss of time-efﬁciency.
2. A logic-based approach for modelling, simulating and explain-
ing SC operation scenarios allows for maintainability and reus-
ability with respect to (a) the speciﬁed SC operation input
models, (b) the developed simulation system and (c) the devel-
oped explanation system.
This paper is organised in six sections. Section 2 provides back-
ground knowledge on SCM and artiﬁcial intelligence technologies
relevant to SCOlog, and it discusses related work in the area of
SC simulation. Section 3 presents the proposed framework for
modelling, simulating and explaining SC operation. With the use
of a supply chain scenario, Section 4 demonstrates the value of
SCOlog. Section 5 evaluates the research claims with the use ofempirical and analytical methods. The paper concludes with a dis-
cussion of the implications and limitations of SCOlog.2. Literature review
2.1. Supply chain management
A supply chain ‘‘consists of all parties involved, directly or indi-
rectly, in fulﬁlling a customer request’’ (Chopra & Meindl, 2003, p.
4). During SC operation products, funds and information ﬂow
across the supply chain. Supply chain management involves man-
aging these ﬂows in order to maximise total supply chain proﬁt-
ability (Chopra & Meindl, 2003, p. 6). Lately there is a shift from
the antagonistic to a collaborative SCM model (Storey et al.,
2006), thus there is a requirement for the full alignment and inte-
gration of supply chains. As recently stated by Stock, Boyer, and
Harmon (2010, p. 36), ‘‘the issue of how to integrate multiple
organisations into one cohesive supply chain is an important one
to investigate’’. Although SCM scholars promote a holistic view of
the ﬁeld, most of the existing research still focuses on speciﬁc SC
links or nodes (Giunipero, Hooker, Joseph-Matthews, Yoon, & Brud-
vig, 2008). Moreover, SCM practice is still far from the vision of SC
integration, as supply chains often fail to behave as one entity (Hol-
weg & Pil, 2008).
There are different approaches in literature towards SC integra-
tion. A considerable stream of research advocates information
sharing between SC members as a means to integrate supply
chains (Fiala, 2005; Lee, So, & Tang, 2000; Yu, Yan, & Cheng,
2001). The role of information technology has been instrumental
for employing information sharing initiatives (Gunasekaran &
Ngai, 2004; Rai, Patnayakuni, & Seth, 2006), and recent advances
such as EDI, ERP systems and RFID have been widely used in this
context. A different approach to integrating supply chains involves
strategic collaboration between SC partners (Barratt, 2004; Hol-
weg, Disney, Holmström, & Småros, 2005). This includes partner-
ships and strategic alliances between SC members, collaborative
planning, forecasting and replenishment throughout the supply
chain, as well as practices like vendor managed inventory and con-
tinuous replenishment programs. Another part of the research
community recognises the importance of coordinating activities
across the supply chain in order to achieve SC-wide integration
(Simatupang, Wright, & Sridharan, 2002; Lee and Whang, 2004;
Arshinder & Deshmukh, 2008; Fawcett & Magnan, 2002; Frohlich
& Westbrook, 2001; Barua, Konana, Whinston, & Yin, 2004). This
involves streamlining and synchronising SCM actions along the
supply chain, such as procurement decisions, transportation and
order fulﬁlment activities. The tight coupling between activities
across the supply chain not only helps towards SC integration,
but it can also bring efﬁciency beneﬁts in terms of accuracy, time
and cost. Despite the evident importance of SC coordination for
integrating supply chains, it has been argued that the majority of
SC coordination efforts concentrate on intra- rather inter-organisa-
tional supply chains (Stadtler, 2008). A reason behind this might be
the difﬁculty of understanding SC operation dynamics, which is a
prerequisite for coordinating SC activities (Fawcett & Magnan,
2002; Chan and Chan, 2010; Puigjaner & Laínez, 2008).
Understanding SCM dynamics is one of the most critical issues
in SCM research and practice. There is an extensive body of work
on SCM dynamics in the context of SC planning and demand fore-
casting (Hwarng & Xie, 2008; Lee et al., 1997; Riddalls, Bennett, &
Tipi, 2000). Research in this area focuses mostly on the bullwhip
effect, which is the phenomenon of the ampliﬁcation of demand
order variability as we move up in the supply chain. Typical ap-
proaches to this problem include differential equation models
and system dynamics simulation. Studies have also appeared on
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ics (Akkermans, 2001; Choi et al., 2001). This stream of research
deals with specifying the SC system’s structure, policies and pro-
cesses, while taking into account the interdependencies between
the decisions of different SC members. Representative methods
employed in this ﬁeld include complex adaptive systems and intel-
ligent agents. While there is a considerable research effort to deal
with SCM dynamics in the context of SC planning, demand fore-
casting and SC conﬁguration, this is not the case for the context
of SC operation. Hence, the problem of analysing SC operation
dynamics remains understudied.
SC operation dynamics refer to the interrelationships between
the operational behaviour of SC members. During SC operation,
SC members make decisions, act and interact, leading to the ﬂow
of products, funds and information across the supply chain. The
decisions, actions and interactions of individual SC members have
a direct effect on the operational behaviour of other SC members,
thus inﬂuencing the supply chain as a whole. However, these inter-
dependencies are not clear to SC managers, thus hampering their
efforts towards coordinating SC activities. As Barratt (2004) ob-
serves, the effect of external processes on an organisation’s internal
processes is often neglected. At the same time, even experienced
SC managers ignore the long-term consequences of their actions
(Sterman, 2006). SCM practitioners often adopt suboptimal mental
models, since ‘‘cause and effect are obscure, creating ambiguity
and uncertainty’’ (Sterman, 2006, p. 34). As already mentioned,
SC operation dynamics have been overlooked by existing literature.
To our knowledge, the only research area that captures, to some
extent, SC operation dynamics is that of SC simulation. Related
work in SC simulation is more thoroughly discussed in Section 2.3,
but it is worth mentioning that it does not explicitly address SC
operation dynamics. This means that during SC simulation the
existence of SC operation dynamics can be observed, but it is not
explained or analysed. This is a considerable gap, as there is a need
for understanding and explaining complex SCM phenomena (i.e.
ﬁnding reasons for their existence and discovering underlying gen-
erative mechanisms) rather than simply describing them (Ada-
mides, Papachristos, & Pomonis, 2012).
When studying SC operation dynamics, one should take into ac-
count two parameters that affect SC operation. Firstly, agility
should be considered, which is ‘‘the ability of an organisation to re-
spond rapidly to changes in demand’’ (Christopher 2000, p. 38).
Agility is crucial in the current business landscape, characterised
by rapid rhythms of change and high degree of uncertainty. SC agil-
ity is also known to support SC responsiveness (Gunasekaran, Lai,
& Cheng, 2008) and SC resilience (Christopher & Peck, 2004), which
involves reacting to SC disruptions in a ﬂexible and adaptive man-
ner. Secondly, SC disruptions should be taken into consideration.
SC disruptions are ‘‘unplanned and unanticipated events that dis-
rupt the normal ﬂow of goods and materials within a supply chain’’
(Craighead, Blackhurst, Rungtusanatham, & Handﬁeld, 2007). The
occurrence of disruptive events and the resulting poor perfor-
mance are increasingly common, mainly due to SC globalisation
and the wide use of outsourcing practices. Hence, managing SC dis-
ruptions is perceived as one of the most important current and fu-
ture issues of the ﬁeld (Butner, 2010; Melnyk, Lummus, Vokurka,
Burns, & Sandor, 2009). In order to effectively manage SC disrup-
tions, one needs to understand the interrelationships between dis-
ruptions and SC operation, but according to Blackhurst, Craighead,
Elkins, and Handﬁeld (2005) there is limited research towards
understanding the impact of disruptions on the SC system.
2.2. Artiﬁcial intelligence technologies for supply chain management
Artiﬁcial intelligence techniques have shown great potential in
supporting and improving human decision-making for complexproblems, where optimal solutions are difﬁcult to produce. They
provide transparent and rigorous reasoning mechanisms that al-
low the capturing and explanation of complex behaviours, like
the ones exhibited in a supply chain management context. Rele-
vant technologies that have been applied to SCM problems include
knowledge-based systems, agents and intelligent workﬂows.
A knowledge-based system (KBS) is ‘‘a computer system that
represents and uses knowledge to carry out a task’’ (Steﬁk,
1995). KBSs can diagnose, prognose and explain complex prob-
lems. Knowledge-based techniques can also drive and support sim-
ulation in two ways. Firstly, they can explain simulation
behaviours and results to the user; this is particularly useful in
the case of complex and dynamic systems, where simulation re-
sults are non-obvious. Secondly, they enable decision-making at
runtime; this is valuable for dynamic domains, where adaptive
and ﬂexible behaviours are common. Given the complex, dynamic
and ﬂexible nature of SCM, we regard KB-simulation as highly rel-
evant to the problem of analysing SC operation dynamics. How-
ever, there is a scarcity of relevant research efforts in existing
literature.
Intelligent agents are computer systems situated in some envi-
ronment, upon which they can autonomously act in order to meet
their design objectives (Wooldridge, 2002). Agent technologies can
tackle SC planning and demand forecasting (Fox, Barbuceanu, &
Teigen, 2000) and SC conﬁguration problems (Piramuthu, 2005).
Furthermore, Swaminathan, Smith, and Sadeh (1998) suggest an
agent-oriented modelling framework for simulating SC operation.
Their work addresses all ﬂows across the supply chain, but it does
not shed any light on how the activities of a single SC member af-
fect other SC members.
Business process modelling and workﬂow management sys-
tems (van der Aalst & Stahl, 2011) deﬁne, manage and execute
workﬂows, thus supporting the automation and analysis of organ-
isational procedures. Given that SCM is widely understood in terms
of processes (Burgess, Singh, & Koroglu, 2006), workﬂow technolo-
gies are highly relevant to the management of SC operations.
Although workﬂow techniques have been successfully applied to
SCM problems (Goutsos & Karacapilidis, 2004; Liu, Zhang, & Hu,
2005), the issue of analysing SC operation dynamics remains
unexplored.
2.3. Related work in supply chain simulation
The problem of analysing supply chain operation dynamics has
not been thoroughly addressed by existing literature so far. Never-
theless, we recognise that the area of simulation can capture, to
some degree, SCM dynamics. SC simulation is relevant to the stud-
ied problem, as it provides an insight into SC-wide operation and
allows the analysis of SC performance for different scenarios. There
is a plethora of off-the-shelf SC simulators, including SC Analyzer,
Supply Chain Guru and SmartSCOR. IBM SC Analyzer (Archibald,
Karabakal, & Karlsson, 1999; Bagchi, Buckley, Ettl, & Lin, 1998)
combines optimisation and simulation techniques to analyse is-
sues such as site location, manufacturing and transportation poli-
cies, as well as customer service. The following seven SC roles
and functions can be modelled and simulated: customer, manufac-
turing, distribution, transportation, inventory planning, forecasting
and supply planning. The tool’s outputs involve cost, as well as ﬁll
rates, return rates, etc.
Llamasoft Supply Chain Guru (LlamaSoft Incorporated, 2012) is
another software tool that combines optimisation and simulation.
Its simulation component serves mainly as a validation of the pro-
posed optimal SC design, and it can be used to predict and test the
effects of the suggested SCM changes. The basic elements of a Sup-
ply Chain Guru model are the following: products, sites, demand,
sourcing policies, transportation policies and inventory policies.
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tomer service rates and resource utilisation rates, which are visu-
alised in sum-statistics and time series graphs.
IBM SmartSCOR (Dong, Ding, Ren, & Wang, 2006; Ren, He,
Wang, Shao, & Dong, 2010) is a supply chain transformation plat-
form that employs mixed integer programming techniques and
process-oriented simulation and analysis. The basic elements of a
simulation input model are entities, products, resources and pro-
cesses. Simulation in SmartSCOR is driven by IBM’s WebSphere
Business Modeller, allowing for rich static and dynamic analysis.
Additionally, SmartSCOR facilitates so-called root cause analysis,
which in this case does not involve automated diagnosis, but in-
stead the use of ﬁshbone diagrams by business experts in order
to assist them with the qualitative identiﬁcation of root causes.
Hence, even though SmartSCOR recognises the need and usefulness
of causal analysis for SC operation, the support it provides is
limited.
There is also a growing body of research in SC simulation. Stefa-
novic, Stefanovic, and Radenkovic (2009) develop an SC simulation
environment by adopting a process-oriented approach that utilises
the SCOR model. They identify four components of an SC model:
supply network structure, process, business environment and con-
straints submodel. The main component of the developed simula-
tion software is a database that contains a process library and a
collection of previously deﬁned simulation models; this approach
facilitates the process of specifying simulation input and allows
the storage and querying of simulation results of different scenar-
ios. However, the capabilities of this querying are not made clear in
this paper, and the analysis of simulation results is not thoroughly
discussed.
Longo and Mirabelli (2008) adopt a data-oriented approach for
simulating supply chains, and they demonstrate it with the use of
the simulation environment eM-Plant. Their SC simulation model
consists of stores, plants and distribution centres, as well as inven-
tory policies. The simulation output includes SC performance met-
rics such as ﬁll rates, on hand inventory and inventory costs. For
experimentation with different scenarios and what-if analysis,
the authors propose the use of the simulator jointly with appropri-
ate design of experiments and analysis of variance.
SCOR template (Persson, 2011; Persson & Araldi, 2009) is a set
of SCOR-based building blocks in the general-purpose simulation
software Arena. The objective of this research effort is to ease the
process of specifying SC simulation input models for SCM practitio-
ners. In order to achieve this, the authors utilise SCOR processes
and metrics to deﬁne appropriate modules in Arena, which can
be directly used by supply chain managers.
2.3.1. Current limitations
Existing SC simulation approaches have considerable strengths,
especially with respect to usability. However, three main limita-
tions are identiﬁed, which are important for analysing SC operation
dynamics:
1. SC simulation results are not explained, and simulation is trea-
ted as a black box. This means that it is not possible to obtain
answers on SC performance and SC operational behaviours in
an automated way. This is a considerable gap given the highly
complex operation of modern supply chains.
2. SC disruptions are not analysed, and often they are not explic-
itly modelled. This means two things. Firstly, simulated SC
behaviours and performance are not linked to the occurrence
of disruptions. Secondly, the propagation of SC disruptions is
not investigated, and the effect of SC disruptions on SC opera-
tion is not made clear.3. SC agility aspects are typically not incorporated in SC simula-
tion models. This means that it is not possible to model and
simulate highly ﬂexible operations or decision-making; as a
consequence, agile behaviours cannot be explicitly analysed as
part of SC operation.
We regard the ﬁrst limitation to be the primary one with re-
spect to the studied problem. Discovering interdependencies be-
tween the operational behaviour of SC members is a challenging
task when simulating the operation of complex supply chains. Gi-
ven the lack of explanation of simulation results, it is hard to man-
ually analyse any of the four aspects of SC operation dynamics, as
identiﬁed in Section 1. Interrelationships between different aspects
of SC operational behaviour or between the behaviours of different
SC members are not obvious. Similarly, determining causes and ef-
fects of low SC performance based only on simulation results is a
demanding process. At the same time, the second limitation im-
plies that specifying reasons or consequences of SC disruptions is
not supported by existing work. The third limitation suggests that
ﬂexible behaviours cannot be studied, even though agility is a hot
topic in SCM. These limitations demonstrate that existing work in
SC simulation only touches the surface of the studied problem and
fails to target its core.
3. SCOlog: a knowledge-based approach to modelling,
simulating and explaining SC operation dynamics
We propose a knowledge-based approach to the problem of
analysing SC operation dynamics. The devised solution addresses
the three limitations of existing related work, a matter that is high-
lighted throughout this section. We begin by introducing the con-
ceptualisation of SC operation and its declarative formalisation.
The simulation of SC operation in a rule-based fashion is then dis-
cussed. Finally, a mechanism for automatically generating explana-
tions of simulated SC operation is presented.
3.1. Modelling SC operation
We identify appropriate constructs for conceptualising SC oper-
ation and we declaratively specify them through Prolog-based
predicates. These constructs are classiﬁed into three categories:
(1) structural constructs, which are things that exist in an SC and
that are highly relevant to SC operation dynamics, (2) behavioural
constructs, which describe the operational SCM behaviour of SC
members and (3) disruption-related constructs, which specialise
on problematic SC operation.
3.1.1. Structural constructs of SC operation
There are six main types of structural SC constructs: SC mem-
bers, products, resources, funds, information and events. SC mem-
bers are the main actors of the SC, and their behaviour drives SC
operation. SC members are technically speciﬁed through intelli-
gent agents. There are two main reasons behind this decision.
Firstly, intelligent agents’ characteristics of autonomy, social abil-
ity, reactivity and pro-activeness are highly relevant to SC mem-
bers’ behaviour during SC operation. Secondly, an agent-oriented
view of SC operation allows its study at two levels: the SC mem-
ber-speciﬁc and the global of the SC; this is particularly useful
for analysing SC operation dynamics. The predicate-based deﬁni-
tion of agent-oriented SC members is provided below, uniquely
identifying SC members. SC agents are further described through
behavioural constructs, which are discussed in Section 3.1.2.
supply_chain_member(AgentId)
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tion, while resources (e.g. equipment or machinery) support SC
operation. Products and resources are entities that exist at some
SC member at a certain timepoint, and they thus belong to the cor-
responding agent’s local environment. Their deﬁnition is entity-
oriented and does not explicitly distinguish between products
and resources, allowing for economy when implementing the sim-
ulation environment. In the case of products, inventory levels,
safety stock and bills of materials are also speciﬁed. The predi-
cate-based deﬁnition of entities and inventory is provided below.
entity_occ(AgentId, EntityName, EntityId)
inventory(AgentId, Status, EntityName,
EntityAmount, ListOfEntityIds)Funds ﬂow across the SC (upstream) in return for the down-
stream ﬂow of products. Their availability at some SC member is
a prerequisite for the SC member’s operational behaviour. The
declarative speciﬁcation of the level of funds at some SC member
at a certain timepoint follows.
funds(AgentId, FundsCategory, FundsAmount,
ListOfOrderIds)Information is available and can be exchanged between SC
members to support SC operation. It covers subjects such as orders,
lot sizes and SC partners. The source of information at some SC
member can be the SC member itself or other SC members. Infor-
mation that is created locally by the SC member can be generically
speciﬁed as data, or it can be speciﬁed in a specialised manner (i.e.
through specialised predicates for placed and received orders,
scheduled production and transportation requests). Information
that is received by other SC members is speciﬁed in the form of
facts. Relevant predicate-based deﬁnitions are provided below.
data(AgentId, SubjectID, Content)
placed_order(OrderId, AgentId, OrderingToAgentId,
DestinationAgentId, EntityName, EntityAmount,
ScheduledReceiptTime, ActualReceiptTime)
fact(AgentId, Content)Events are incidents that can be the triggers but also the conse-
quences of SC operation. They can occur at the global or the local
SC level and they may be internally or externally created. The for-
mal representation of events is provided below. Note that InvokerId
refers to the invoker of the event occurrence, while EventFlag links
the event occurrence to a speciﬁc SCM operation.
event(AgentId, EventId, EventName, EventFlag,
InvokerId, T)3.1.2. Behavioural constructs of SC operation
We identify three facets of SC members’ operational behaviour:
thinking, acting and interacting. Thinking refers to the decision-
making process of SC members on operational matters. It may in-
volve standard, routine decisions (e.g. when to place an order) or
ﬂexibility decisions (e.g. how to react to machinery breakage). Act-
ing is the most important aspect of SC members’ operational
behaviour, and it refers to their extrinsic behaviour that causes
the ﬂow of products, funds and information across the SC. The
SCOR model (Supply Chain Council, 2008) is adopted for conceptu-
alising SC members’ acting behaviour, as it is a widely accepted ref-
erence model of SC operation (Bolstorff & Rosenbaum, 2012). This
way, four areas of operational acting for each SC member are
recognised (i.e. source, make, deliver and return), with a focus on
execution. Interacting refers to communication between SC mem-bers through the exchange of messages. SC members may commu-
nicate as part of their standard order management behaviour or in
order to deal with unexpected situations.
Mapping this conceptualisation to an agent-oriented represen-
tation, we regard each SC member as an intelligent agent consist-
ing of three layers:
 Reasoning layer: corresponds to the agent’s ability to think and
make decisions.
 Process layer: corresponds to the agent’s ability to execute pro-
cesses, and thus act upon the environment.
 Communication layer: corresponds to the agent’s ability to
receive and send messages, and thus interact with other agents.
An agent’s reasoning layer is represented through Business Rules
(The Business Rules Group, 2000). Business Rules (BRs) can de-
scribe various types of principles that guide SC reasoning at differ-
ent levels of detail and complexity. We recognise three types of BRs
in the context of SC operation: (1) policies, (2) ﬂexibility BRs and
(3) process preconditions. A generic, declarative speciﬁcation of a
BR at some SC member is provided below.
br(AgentId, BrID, BrType, BrContent)The general form of a BR’s content is: ifthen(IFpart, THENpart),
where IFpart expresses the conditions of the BR, and THENpart its
consequences. IFpart is a declarative expression, consisting of con-
junctions and/or disjunctions of predicates, and it can be highly
complex, if needed. THENpart is a list of consequences, which can
be of reasoning, acting or interacting nature. BRs for time- and
quantity-based policies follow this formalism, while a specialised
representation is adopted for popular ordering policies, such as
the (R,Q) and the (s,S) policies (Axsäter, 2006). The generic formal-
ism is also followed for ﬂexibility BRs: THENpart deﬁnes the reac-
tion to the problematic situation described through IFpart. We
consider the explicit speciﬁcation of ﬂexibility business rules as a
strength of this modelling framework, as this way SC agility as-
pects are incorporated. Business rules that serve as process precon-
ditions follow the br/4 speciﬁcation, and their BrContent consists of
one predicate that expresses a process precondition.
An agent’s process layer is represented through Business Pro-
cesses (BPs). There are three main reasons behind this decision.
First, SC members’ acting is conceptualised based on SCOR model’s
processes, which are naturally formalised through BPs. Second, BPs
are suitable for capturing aspects of SC operational dynamics, given
that their preconditions and postconditions are formally speciﬁed.
Third, BP decomposition allows for description of SC members’ act-
ing behaviour at different levels of detail. We recognise the Funda-
mental Business Process Modelling Language (FBPML) (Chen-
Burger, Tate, & Robertson, 2002) as a useful foundation for formal-
ising SC business processes, as it has formal semantics, it allows for
the description of business process models with complex structure,
and it facilitates their translation into executable workﬂows. The
deﬁnitions presented in this section are an extension of previous
work (Manataki & Chen-Burger, 2009) that followed FBPML. The
declarative, predicate-based speciﬁcation of a BP at some SC mem-
ber is provided below. A process is executed if its preconditions
and trigger conditions hold. A trigger is an event that invokes pro-
cess execution, while a precondition is a requirement for process
execution which makes sure that its actions can be carried out suc-
cessfully by the agent. Preconditions involve the availability of
entities, funds and information at some SC member, while there
are also BR-based preconditions. The execution of a process brings
about the performance of the actions deﬁned in ActionList, thus
modifying the world state. Actions transform, create or delete enti-
ties, funds and information, and they cause the occurrence of
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discussed in Section 3.2.
process(AgentId, Pid, PName, TriggerList,
PreconditionList, ActionList, Duration, Cost)The formal model of an SC agent’s process layer also includes
the junctions in the involved business process model (BPM), thus
describing the control sequence of the BPs in the BPM. The follow-
ing FBPML-based junction types are considered: start, ﬁnish, link,
and-joint, or-joint, and-split and or-split. The predicate-based
speciﬁcation of a junction follows, where JType refers to the junc-
tion type, PreList is the list of processes or junctions that are di-
rectly preceding the junction, and PostList is the list of processes
or junctions that are directly following it.
junction(AgentId, Jid, JType, PreList, PostList)An agent’s communication layer is represented through com-
municative actions, which involve sending and receiving messages.
The declarative speciﬁcation of messages is provided below, where
Sender refers to the agent that sends the message and ReceiversList
refers to the agents to which the message is addressed. A message
can be a reply to a previous message (as denoted at InReplyTo), and
it can be characterised by a Performative such as inform, refuse, pro-
pose, etc.
message(MessageID, Sender, ReceiversList,
InReplyTo, Performative, Content, T)Apart from the three-layered deﬁnition of SC agents’ opera-
tional behaviour, we also identify behavioural meta-constructs
on SC performance. We use the SCOR-based framework for SC per-
formance measurement (Supply Chain Council, 2008), as it speci-
ﬁes the calculation of a wide range of metrics, while linking
them to involved processes. Moreover, given its hierarchical struc-
ture, it is easy to use in the context of large SCs with complex oper-
ations. We recognise performance metrics along four SC
performance attributes: reliability, responsiveness, cost and asset
management. The formalisation of SC performance metrics follows
the general form of performance_metric(AgentId, Value). An illustra-
tive example follows.
cycle_time(AgentId, source, Product, Value)3.1.3. Constructs for problematic SC operation
We conceptualise problematic SC operation with respect to
product ﬂow, and we identify two dimensions: problematic situa-
tions that arise during SC operation and low SC performance. As far
as the ﬁrst is concerned, ﬁve types of problematic situations are
identiﬁed: First, delays can occur at some SC member. These delays
can involve any SCOR-based operational acting area and they may
refer to the long duration of some process, its late starting or its
late completion. Taking these two dimensions into account, we
can have source-start delays, make-ﬁnish delays, deliver-duration
delays, etc. Second, quality issues can arise at some SC member,
involving either resources or products that are available. Such
examples are machine breakdowns, product damages and errors
with items that lead to their destruction. Third, SC members can
act unusually, possibly as a result of ﬂexibility decisions that they
make in the case of problematic situations. Such an example is the
urgent sourcing from a non-standard supplier. Fourth, demand
ﬂuctuation can take place, a typical example of which is the receipt
of unusually big orders. Fifth, order deliveries can be cancelled,
causing trouble to the SC member awaiting the order. Categorising
these ﬁve types of problematic situations based on their source, theﬁrst three are experienced internally, the fourth is experienced
through the demand side and the ﬁfth through the supply side.
These problematic situations are declaratively speciﬁed through
Prolog-based predicates. An example for process start delays fol-
lows, where ProcessInst refers to a particular instance of an SC
agent’s process that is executed.
process_start_delay(ProcessInst)As far as low SC performance is concerned, this may involve any
of the SCOR-based performance metrics. SC performance is under-
stood as low when the actual values of the metrics are beyond
some threshold deﬁned by the SC or the corresponding SC member.
For reasons of simplicity, we focus on the following subset of cases
of low SC performance: high cost, high cycle times, low on time
rates.
3.2. Simulating SC operation
In this section we present the adopted framework for simulat-
ing SC-wide operation and we discuss aspects of an appropriately
implemented simulation environment. Our aim is to ﬁll the three
gaps identiﬁed in existing SC simulation solutions, as presented
in Section 2. In order to ﬁll the ﬁrst gap we adopt a knowledge-
based approach, so as to enable the automated generation of expla-
nations of SC operation dynamics. A mechanism for detecting SC
disruptions is also provided, thus addressing the second gap. As
far as the third gap is concerned, decision-making for agility pur-
poses is simulated with the use of a reasoning engine.
3.2.1. Simulation system design and architecture
The main simulation input is the formal model of the operation
of a supply chain, as described in Section 3.1 There are three cate-
gories of simulation output: (1) real-time SC operation, (2) mea-
sured SC performance and (3) detected problematic situations.
Measured SC performance and the detected problematic SC opera-
tion involve aspects discussed in Section 3.1.
The architecture of the simulation system is presented in Fig. 1,
where three main components can be seen: SC world, agents’ re-
sources and analysis tools. The SC world consists of an SC multi-
agent system, the entities and information available and the SC
events that occur. An SC agent consists of three layers, as discussed
in Section 3.1.2: BRs, BPMs and communication capabilities. In or-
der to exhibit dynamic behaviour, an SC agent uses resources that
drive SC simulation. The resources that are available to SC agents
are: a workﬂow engine, a reasoning engine and a communication
environment. As implied by the colours in Fig. 1, these resources
are linked to the SC agent’s components: The workﬂow engine exe-
cutes processes of an agent’s BPM, and thus updates its workﬂow
state. Similarly, the reasoning engine reads the SC agent’s BRs
and turns them into decisions towards actions for each state. The
communication environment allows the exchange of messages
within the SC through an appropriate infrastructure. Lastly, two
tools analyse the SC simulation results: The SC performance calcu-
lator measures its performance, while the SC disruption detector
identiﬁes problematic SC operation.
3.2.2. Rule-based framework and implementation
This section explains the main aspects of the implemented sim-
ulation system, with respect to the agents’ resources and the anal-
ysis tools. A rule-based approach is adopted in order to support the
automated explanation of SC operation dynamics. This approach is
demonstrated here for the most important simulation procedures.
More importantly, this section declaratively deﬁnes the execution
semantics of the formal SC model, which was presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. For this purpose we provide abstractions in the form of
Fig. 1. Simulation system architecture.
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used is the following.
perform operation:
IF (holds(Condition1)
AND . . .
AND holds(ConditionN)
)
THEN (enforce(Effect1),
. . .
enforce(EffectM)
)The workﬂow engine is used by SC agents to execute their BPMs.
Its three main operations involve (1) creating BPM instances, (2)
executing BP instances and (3) executing junction instances. The
last two will be discussed in this section. The rule for process in-
stance execution is provided below. According to it, a process in-
stance is executed if it has been reached, and its trigger
conditions and preconditions hold. Once a process instance starts
its execution, three effects take place: its execution completion is
scheduled, its actions are scheduled for execution and any entities
needed for its execution are assigned to it. The developed workﬂow
engine is based on previous work (Manataki & Chen-Burger, 2009)
that has been considerably extended. We have speciﬁed rules for
the holding of individual preconditions and trigger conditions
and we have implemented the execution of a wide range of actions.
Note that the assignment of entities to a process instance execu-
tion guarantees that the entities needed for its execution are not
used by some other process instance. The assigned entities are re-
leased once the process instance execution is completed.
execute_process_instance(ProcessInst, TriggCond,
Precond, Actions):
IF (reached(ProcessInst)
AND trigger_conditions_hold(TriggCond)
AND preconditions_hold(Precond)
)
THEN
(schedule_execution_completion(ProcessInst),
schedule_actions_execution(Actions),
assign_entities(ProcessInst)
)The rule for junction instance execution is provided below.
According to it, a junction instance is executed if its type conditions
hold according to the FBPML speciﬁcation (Chen-Burger et al.,
2002). Once a junction instance is executed, the process instances
directly following it are considered to be reached.execute_junction_instance(JunctionInst,
PostProcessInsts):
IF junction_type_satisfied(JunctionInst)
THEN reach(PostProcessInsts)The reasoning engine is used by SC agents to execute their busi-
ness rules. It enables the execution of three kinds of BRs: (1) pol-
icy- and ﬂexibility-BRs of ifthen(IFpart, THENpart) content form,
(2) process precondition BRs and (3) BRs for popular, customised
policies, such as the (R,Q) policy. The last two will be discussed
in this section. The rule for executing a BR of ifthen/2 content form
is provided below. According to it, a BR of this type is executed if its
IFpart is satisﬁed, enforcing the effects speciﬁed in THENpart.
execute_ifthenBR(BrId, IfPart, ThenPart):
IF br_condition_holds(IfPart)
THEN enforce_effects(ThenPart)The rule for executing process precondition BRs prescribes that
such a BR is executed if the conditions expressed through its con-
tent hold. Note that no effects are enforced with its execution; nev-
ertheless, the execution of such a BR can lead to the execution of the
corresponding process instance, as it contributes to the satisfaction
of its preconditions.
Thecommunicationenvironment allows the agent to read and
send messages to other SC members. Sending a message is consid-
ered to be a BP action that is executed through the communication
environment. Once the sending of a message is invoked, a message
is created and transferred to its recipients. The rule for readingmes-
sages is provided below, and it assumes full trust between SCmem-
bers. According to it, a message is read if it is received by the agent.
The effect of reading an inform-message is that its content is added
to the SC agent’s knowledge base in the form of a fact.
read_message(MessageId, Content):
IF received(MessageId)
THEN create_fact(Content)The SC performance calculator reads the simulation re-
sults for SC operation and computes the supply chain perfor-
mance. We have implemented the calculation for the following
performance metrics: individual SC members’ cost, on time rate
and cycle times, as well as total SC cost. The formulae for calcu-
lating these metrics follow the corresponding speciﬁcation of the
SCOR model.
The SC disruption detector identiﬁes problematic SC oper-
ation, as described in Section 3.1. The process of detecting certain
types of problematic situations is simple, while for others it is more
complex. For example, the cancellations of order deliveries are typ-
Fig. 2. Simulation algorithm.
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thus they are tracked through the ﬁltering of message content.
Start and ﬁnish delays of process instances are detected by com-
paring the actual to the expected execution time start or comple-
tion, respectively. Low SC performance is detected by comparing
its actual to its expected or desired value. We regard the detection
of SC disruptions as an advantage of this approach compared to
existing work in SC simulation.
3.2.3. Simulation algorithm
So far we have presented the rule-based operations of different
simulation modules. But when are these performed and how are
they combined in order to simulate SC operation? The top-level sim-
ulation algorithm, which is represented in Fig. 2 in the form of an
activity diagram, answers precisely this question. Two parts can be
seen: a cyclic simulation part, which shows the sequence of simula-
tions steps for each timepoint, and a part that corresponds to the
steps at the end of simulation. Note that the user speciﬁes the time
period for which he/she wants to run the simulation (e.g. 23 time-
points), and hence simulation ends once this timepoint is reached.
The coloured steps in the diagram have already been discussed,
and the colour of each step corresponds to the module in which it
takes place (as in Fig. 1). The white steps involve simulation aspects
at the top level, such as initialising the simulation based on the sim-
ulation input, and updating the time at the end of each simulation
cycle. The ‘Enforce modiﬁcations’ step enforces any modiﬁcations
relevant to the current timepoint, such as occurred errorswith items
and lot size changes. Thenamesof several steps in Fig. 2 endwith ‘for
all’. This means executing the step for all SC agents, one after the
other.
3.3. Explaining SC operation
This section presents amechanism for generating detailed expla-
nations of simulation results. This way, a deep understanding of
interdependencies across the SC can be gained, thus addressing
the ﬁrst limitation of existing work identiﬁed in Section 2.
3.3.1. Knowledge-based framework
The analysis of SC operation dynamics involves explaining the
simulation results with respect to four topics: (1) SC operational
behaviour, (2) the state of the SC at a certain timepoint, (3) SC
performance and (4) detected problematic SC operation. We be-
lieve that the most important type of question to ask on these
topics is ‘‘why’’. For example, one might want to ﬁnd out why
a particular process instance is executed at some SC member
at some timepoint or why a speciﬁc product is available at some
SC member at some timepoint. Similarly, the user might be
interested to know how the on time rate for some SC member
was calculated and why a ﬁnish delay was detected for a partic-
ular process instance.
Answering such questions is based on the rule-based execu-
tion semantics of the formal SC operation model, the choice of
which facilitates the explanation process. Fig. 3 shows how SC
operation can be explained given the production rule-based
notation for describing execution semantics that was introduced
in Section 3.2.2. According to it, an operation is performed
because all its conditions hold, and some Effecti is enforced be-
cause the operation is performed. Let us clarify that for some
Conditionj to hold, the current SC state needs to be appropriate,
as shaped by the enforcement of performed operations’
effects.
3.3.2. Implementation
The explanation of simulation results is implemented based on
the formal execution semantics discussed in Section 3.2.2 and themapping illustrated in Fig. 3. The main idea involves keeping a sim-
ulation log that contains causal information, and deriving explana-
tions based on this causal information. These two matters are
further described in this section.
The simulation log is a report of interesting simulation events
(here, by ‘events’ we do not refer to SC events but to incidents that
take place during simulation), such as the execution of process in-
stances and the reading of messages by some SC member. This re-
port does not only contain information on the simulation events
that take place, but also on the reasons for which these take place.
These reasons are deduced based on the formal execution seman-
tics, as translated in Fig. 3.
In our implementation, the simulation log contains information
of the form fact(SimulationEvent, ListOfReasons, Timepoint). Three
Fig. 3. Explaining execution semantics.
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man-462 of type Product5 is moved at timepoint 22 from Manufac-
turer to Retailer2; this happens because the action of moving such
an entity is a post-condition of process instance bpm-515/man_d112,
which ﬁnishes its execution at timepoint 22. According to the sec-
ond fact, the Manufacturer’s on time rate is found to be 0.88 at
timepoint 38 because Manufacturer delivers 17 orders in total, of
which 15 are delivered on time. According to the third fact, a ﬁn-
ish-delay is detected for process instance bpm-35/sup1_m16 be-
cause its execution is completed at timepoint 9 and not at
timepoint 8, as scheduled.fact(entity_is_moved(r-man-462,product5,retailer2,manufacturer), [post_condition(move_entity([r-man-
462],product5,1,retailer2), bpm-515/man_d112), process_finishes_execution(bpm-515/man_d112,22)], 22).
fact(on_time_rate(manufacturer,0.88), [number_of_delivered_orders(manufacturer,17),
number_of_orders_delivered_on_time(manufacturer,15)], 38).
fact(finish_delay_is_tracked(bpm-35/sup1_m16,supplier1,make,m16), [process_schedule_finish_time(bpm-35/
sup1_m16,8), process_actual_finish_time(bpm-35/sup1_m16,9)], 9).Deriving explanations based on a simulation log that contains
such causal information is a straightforward task. The process of
explaining a simulation event SimulationEvent, for which there is
relevant information of the form fact(SimulationEvent, ListOfReasons,
Timepoint) in the simulation log, consists of retrieving its
ListOfReasons.
It is interesting to note that each derived reason for some simula-
tion event can be further explained following the same explanation
process, thus generating a new set of reasons, which can in turn be
explained, and so forth. This means that a full explanation tree can
be produced, if needed.We have implemented the explanation pro-
cess in SICStus Prolog (Intelligent Systems Laboratory, 2003), which
allows foruseof recursionwithease, and facilitates thegenerationof
such an explanation tree.
4. Illustrating example
We have employed the devised knowledge-based framework
and implemented systems for the analysis of the operation dynam-
ics of a hypothesised SC scenario. The supply chain studied is realis-
tic, consisting of several SC members arranged in a non-linear
structure. It is also a rich scenario, inwhich SCmembers exhibit ﬂex-
ible behaviours as a reaction to the occurrence of disruptive events.
We should emphasise that the investigated SC scenario involvesbr(supplier4, br_sup4_3, policy, ifthen(current_time_fo
br(supplier4, br_sup4_urg1, flexibility_br, ifthen(erro
[create_event(need_for_product2_urgent_sourcing),
update_lot_size_if_needed(product2_urglot_size, Enticomplex operation dynamics, which are successfully analysed with
the use of SCOlog. This section presents this successful use case for
SCOlog, thus demonstrating its contribution. At the same time, it
clariﬁes how the proposed framework for modelling, simulating
and explaining SC operation dynamics can be applied to a speciﬁc
and representative case.4.1. Example of SC operation modelling
Consider the supply chain that is presented in Fig. 4,
and which consists of eight members across four tiers. SC membersprovide one or more types of products to their customers,
as shown in Table 1. Note that Supplier5 acts as a backup supplier
for Supplier4, accommodating urgent orders very quickly but
costly.
All SC members keep inventory of needed products and use re-
sources. They also keep information on different subjects. Exam-
ples of formalised structural constructs for Supplier4 are
provided below, covering products, inventory, resources and
data.
supply_chain_member(supplier4).
entity_occ(supplier4, machine, r_sup4_1).
entity_occ(supplier4, product4, r_sup4_2).
entity_occ(supplier4, product4, r_sup4_3).
inventory(supplier4, on_hand, product4, 2,
[r_sup4_2,r_sup4_3]).
data(supplier4, product4_production_lot_size, 6).Policies and ﬂexibility BRs drive SC members’ decision making.
A production policy for Supplier4 is provided below, based on
which there is a need for production every 3 timepoints. A ﬂexibil-
ity BR for Supplier4 follows, according to which there is a need for
urgent sourcing whenever there is a quality issue with P2 on-hand
items.rm_of(3⁄k),[create_event(need_for_production)])).
r_with_items(product2, EntityAmount, on_hand),
tyAmount)])).
Fig. 4. Example SC structure.
Table 1
Products and SC operations for each SC member.
SC member Product SC operations
Supplier1 Product1 (P1) Make, deliver
Supplier2 Product2 (P2) Make, deliver
Supplier3 Product3 (P3) Deliver
Supplier4 Product4 (P4) Source P1, source P2, make, deliver
Supplier5 Product1 (P1),
Product2 (P2)
Deliver
Manufacturer Product5 (P5) Source P4, source P2, source P3,
make, deliver
Retailer1 Source P5
Retailer2 Source P5
32 A. Manataki et al. / Expert Systems with Applications 41 (2014) 23–38The SC members’ acting behaviour involves sourcing, making
and delivering products. Fig. 5 presents Supplier4’s SCOR-based
BPM for making Product4, followed by the declarative speciﬁcation
of the junction and business process that are marked in red. Note
that process sup4_m11, which schedules the production for P4, is
triggered by an event of type need_for_production (which occurs
due to the execution of production policy br_sup4_3 that was
presented earlier).
junction(supplier4, sup4_jm0, start, [],
[sup4_m11]).
process(supplier4, sup4_m11,
schedule_product4_production,
[exist(event_occ(need_for_production))],
[exist(data(product4_production_lot_size,
Product4Amount))],
[schedule_production(ProdId, product4,
Product4Amount),
create_assigned_event(internal,
scheduled_production, ProdId)], 1, 10).
The proposed modelling framework captures the complex oper-
ation dynamics of this supply chain, as it considers SC members’
behavioural interdependencies with respect to product ﬂow. Fur-
thermore, it expresses the scenario’s richness, including e.g. ﬂexi-
bility aspects and urgent sourcing.
4.2. Example of simulating SC operation
The example supply chain that was introduced in the previous
section has been simulated for 38 timepoints with the use of the
developed simulation system. The numerical values used for simu-
lation are provided in Appendix A. In this section we will presentFig. 5. Supplier4’s making BPM.the simulation results, thus illustrating the simulation approach
discussed in Section 3.2.
During simulation the user is provided with information on
real-time SC operation. This includes information on process in-
stances ﬁnishing execution and on the execution of their actions,
on the receipt of messages, on the execution of policy- and ﬂexibil-
ity-BRs, as well as on the execution of process instances. Through
this information the user can have an insight into not only the
operational behaviour of SC members but also the ﬂow of products
and information involved. Fig. 6 presents the output for SC opera-
tion at timepoint 4. Note that the output for timepoint 4 is fairly
short, while the output for later timepoints (e.g. 28) is considerably
longer.
When simulation is completed, SC performance results are pro-
vided. This includes costs, on time rates and cycle times for each SC
member, as well as total SC cost. Furthermore, problematic SC
operation is detected, and the user is informed about low SC per-
formance and SC disruptions, as depicted in Fig. 7. For instance,
during the operation of the example SC, an error with P2 items oc-
curs at Supplier4, and Supplier1 cancels the delivery of two orders.
The simulation of the example supply chain illustrates how this
work covers the last two of the three identiﬁed limitations of exist-
ing SC simulation approaches. Firstly, SC disruptions are detected
and the user is accordingly notiﬁed. Secondly, decision-making
for ﬂexibility purposes is simulated, thus covering SC agility as-
pects. Explaining the simulation results and analysing the opera-
tion dynamics of this scenario is not an easy task for SC
managers, given the complex interrelationships between SC mem-
bers and their operational behaviours. This task can be undertaken
by the developed explanation system, thus addressing the ﬁrst lim-
itation in SC simulation literature. This is further discussed in the
following section.4.3. Example of explaining SC operation
The simulation results for the example supply chain can be ex-
plained with the use of the explanation system that was presented
in Section 3.3. In this section we will present four examples of gen-
erated explanations with respect to the four points of the research
problem, thus demonstrating the value of automated explanation
support. Additional examples of generated explanations can be
found in Manataki (2012).
The ﬁrst example involves identifying interrelationships be-
tween different aspects of an SC member’s operational behaviour.
The explanation system discovers that the sourcing BR that ﬁred
the execution of process instance bpm-138/man_s11_p2 for the
sourcing of 8 P2 items was business rule br_man_2b. This informa-
tion is useful for understanding the reasons behind this sourcing
activity. Discovering such information without automated expla-
nation support would be a challenging task, given that Manufac-
turer has several alternative sourcing policies.
Fig. 6. Simulation output for timepoint 4.
Fig. 7. Extract of detected SC disruptions.
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tween the operational behaviour of different SC members. More
speciﬁcally, the explanation system identiﬁes that the cancellation
of an order delivery by Supplier1 leads to the execution of a ﬂexi-
bility BR at Supplier4. Fig. 8 presents an extract of the generatedFig. 8. Explanation tree that illustrates interrelationships between the operational
behaviours of Supplier4 and Supplier1.explanation tree. It can be seen that Supplier4’s reasoning based
on BR br_sup4_urg2 is a reaction for agility purposes to Supplier1’s
cancellation.
The third example involves discovering interrelationships be-
tween SC members’ operational behaviour and SC performance.
For instance, the explanation of measured cost for an SC member
includes information on the process instances that were executed
by this SC member as well as on their individual costs. This way
the acting behaviour of SC members is directly linked to their per-
formance. This information is particularly useful in the case of low
SC performance, where one can trace its causes with the use of the
provided explanation.
The fourth example involves the identiﬁcation of interrelation-
ships between SC members’ operational behaviour and SC disrup-
tions. Several disruptive events occur at different SC members
during simulation, and diagnosing their causes or effects is chal-
lenging for SC managers. Explanation trees that are generated with
the use of the explanation system facilitate this task. Such an
explanation tree is provided in Fig. 9, based on which one can con-
clude that the error with P2 items that occurs at Supplier4 at time-
point 16 gives rise to urgent sourcing for P2.
These examples demonstrate that SCOlog can explicitly and rig-
orously analyse the operation dynamics of a complex SC scenario.
Fig. 9. Explanation tree that illustrates interrelationships between an SC disruption and the operational behaviour of Supplier4.
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system would have been particularly hard to derive manually
based on the simulation results of Section 4.2. More importantly,
the explanation system provides an insight on causes and effects
of SC operational behaviours, thus helping identify underlying rea-
sons behind uncommon or problematic situations; the second and
fourth examples illustrate this fact. The explanations provided
with the use of SCOlog are valuable, as they can support the coor-
dination of SC activities within a single organisation or across mul-
tiple SC members. We believe that they can also guide organised
efforts towards SC improvement, as reasons for low SC perfor-
mance or SC disruptions can be automatically discovered.5. Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation framework and results
with respect to the two research claims stated in Section 1. The
ﬁrst claim is empirically evaluated through appropriately designed
experiments. The second claim is analytically evaluated and illus-
trating examples are discussed.Table 2
Availability of automated explanation support per group and scenario.
GroupA GroupB
Scenario1 Y N
Scenario2 N N
Table 3
Relative improvement of correctness and time-efﬁciency when automated explana-
tion support was previously used (i.e. GroupA) and when not (i.e. GroupB).
Correctness improvement Time-efﬁciency improvement
GroupA GroupB GroupA GroupB
3.82 0.11 0.67 7
3.66 0.17 7.59 35.01
3.94 0.11 4.76 0
2.95 0.33 3.08 46
0.32 1.44 1.80 2.67
Average = 2.94 Average = 0.367 Average = 3.579 Average = 18.1365.1. Improvement of understanding
An experiment was designed to test the performance of partic-
ipants in two similar settings, and study any performance
improvement involved. In order to guarantee the similarity of the
two settings, similar questions were asked on similar types of is-
sues in similar scenarios. Two SC scenarios were used for this
experiment, Scenario1 and Scenario2, which involved the opera-
tion of the example supply chain presented in Section 4. The oper-
ation dynamics complexity of the two scenarios was of the same
scale. Three questions were asked for each scenario, covering the
direct and indirect causes and effects of SC operation aspects. Each
question for Scenario1 was similar to a question for Scenario2,
focusing on similar issues of SC operation dynamics.
Subjects were asked to answer scenario questions with or with-
out automated explanation support. For each subject, two variables
were measured for the answering of each scenario question: the
time to answer and the correctness of the provided answer. Time
was measured in seconds, and the maximum time available foreach question was 360 s. The correctness of each answer was
graded from 0 to 10 based on an appropriate marking scheme.
The number of subjects in this experiment was 10, all of which
were business experts without SCM expertise. These 10 subjects
were split in two groups of equal sizes. All subjects answered all
questions for the two scenarios, some with and some without
automated explanation support. The availability of automated
explanation support per group and scenario is visualised in Table 2.
The relative improvement of performance (with respect to cor-
rectness of answers and time to provide an answer) was calculated
for each subject and pair of questions, which was then averaged
over the three pairs of questions. This way, two metrics were avail-
able for each participant’s performance improvement: correctness
and time-efﬁciency improvement. Table 3 contains relevant
results.5.1.1. Test of correctness improvement
Statistical hypothesis testing was conducted to evaluate the re-
search claim on improvement of correctness, and more speciﬁcally
the claim that the improvement of correctness when automated
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where it was not. The null and alternative hypotheses follow:
 H0: There is no difference in the improvement of correctness of
explanations of SC operation dynamics when the explanation
system was previously used and when it was not.
 H1: The improvement of correctness of explanations of SC oper-
ation dynamics when the explanation system was previously
used is bigger compared to the case where it was not previously
used.
A one-tailed two sample independent t-test was performed to
determine the t value and its corresponding p value in order to ac-
cept or reject the null hypothesis. Using the corresponding data of
Table 3, the calculated t-value was found to be 3.509. This value
corresponds to a signiﬁcance level of p = 0.00856, which is much
smaller than the signiﬁcance level of 0.05. This means that the null
hypothesis can be rejected. Hence we can conclude that the
improvement of correctness of explanations on SC operation
dynamics when the explanation system was previously used is sig-
niﬁcantly bigger compared to the case where it was not previously
used.
5.1.2. Test of efﬁciency improvement
According to Table 3, the average time-efﬁciency improvement
of GroupA is smaller than the average time-efﬁciency improve-
ment of GroupB. For this reason, we statistically tested whether
the improvement of time-efﬁciency when automated explanation
support was previously used is smaller compared to the case
where it was not previously used. The null and alternative hypoth-
eses follow:
 H0: There is no difference in the improvement of time-efﬁ-
ciency for providing explanations of SC operation dynamics
when the explanation system was previously used and when
it was not.
 H1: The improvement of time-efﬁciency for providing explana-
tions of SC operation dynamics when the explanation system
was previously used is smaller compared to the case where it
was not previously used.
Similarly to the test presented in the previous section, a one-
tailed two sample independent t-test was performed. The t-value
was found to be 1.541, corresponding to a signiﬁcance level of
p = 0.099, which is higher than the signiﬁcance level of 0.05. This
means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Therefore we
cannot conclude that the improvement of efﬁciency when the
explanation system was previously used is smaller compared to
the case where it was not previously used.
It should be emphasised that there was a positive improvement
of efﬁciency when the explanation system was previously used.
Since this was the case for all members of GroupA, as shown in Ta-
ble 3, we can conclude that the use of the explanation system im-
proves the efﬁciency of non-SCM experts.
5.1.3. Discussion
Based on the data collected and the statistical tests performed,
two conclusions were drawn: Firstly, explaining SC operation
dynamics with the use of the explanation system improves the
understanding of the domain for non-SCM experts, with respect
to their efﬁciency and correctness when providing relevant expla-
nations. Secondly, the improvement of correctness when the
explanation system was previously used is signiﬁcantly higher
compared to the case where it was not previously used. Given
these two points, one can conclude that the higher degree of cor-
rectness improvement achieved through the prior use of the expla-nation system does not come at the expense of time-efﬁciency. On
the contrary, there is a parallel efﬁciency improvement. Hence, the
ﬁrst research claim is satisﬁed.
5.2. Maintainability and reusability
The second research claim is analytically evaluated in this sec-
tion, thus showing that the proposed knowledge-based approach
for modelling, simulating and explaining SC operation allows for
maintainability and reusability. Maintainability in software engi-
neering is deﬁned as ‘‘the ease with which a software system or
component can be modiﬁed to correct faults, improve performance
or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment’’ (IEEE Std.
610.12, 1990). Software reuse is the use of existing software arte-
facts to develop a new software system (Krueger, 1992).
The SC operation input models, the developed simulation sys-
tem and the developed explanation system have some properties
that contribute towards maintainability and reusability. Speciﬁ-
cally, the SC operation models that are speciﬁed following the
modelling framework described in Section 3.1 are formal, declara-
tive, generic and loosely-coupled. The simulation system that was
implemented following the rule-based approach discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2 is modular, loosely-coupled, cohesive and generic. The
explanation system that was developed based on the knowledge-
based approach presented in Section 3.3 is generic and declarative.
Software maintainability is supported by modularity, loose cou-
pling and high cohesion (Yourdon & Constantine, 1979). Software
reusability is facilitated through formal and generic models and
procedures (Prieto-Díaz, 1993).
5.2.1. Input model’s maintainability and reusability
An example is provided here to illustrate the input model’s
maintainability. Suppose that the model of the example SC of Sec-
tion 4.1 needs to accommodate the following two changes: Firstly,
Manufacturer no longer sources P2 items from Supplier2; Sup-
plier5 is instead his new P2 supplier. Secondly, Supplier4 performs
additional decision-making for ﬂexibility purposes, which triggers
urgent production when a complex set of conditions holds, of the
form ((A or B) and (C or D)) or E.
Modifying the simulation input for the ﬁrst change involves
simply updating the corresponding data/3 information without
modifying any additional sourcing behaviour elements: data(manu-
facturer, p2_supplier, supplier2) is updated to data(manufacturer,
p2_supplier, supplier5). The second change is addressed by adding
an appropriate ﬂexibility BR, the IFpart of which has the form
((A or B) and (C or D)) or E. We should emphasise that these mod-
iﬁcations neither affect the existing model nor require additional
system implementation. This is a considerable advantage.
An example of reusability follows. Consider supply chains SC1
and SC2 presented in Fig. 10, and suppose that the simulation input
for each of these has already been speciﬁed (i.e. Input1 and Input2
respectively). If we decide to merge these two supply chains into
SC3, then the input model for SC3 fully reuses Input1 and Input2.
In fact, no additional information needs to be speciﬁed for the
SC3 input model, i.e.
Input 3=Input1 [ Input 25.2.2. Simulation system’s maintainability and reusability
Let us suppose that the following two changes require the mod-
iﬁcation of the simulation system: Firstly, a new version of the
SCOR model includes additional processes. Secondly, the assump-
tion of full trust between SC members is relaxed, i.e. the content
of received messages is considered only if the message sender is
trusted.
Fig. 10. Merging supply chains SC1 and SC2 results into SC3. In order to specify the
input model for SC3 we can reuse the input models for SC1 and SC2.
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ven that the additional processes can be represented based on SCO-
log’s modelling framework. The trust requirement can be
encompassed by modifying the communication environment: the
related deﬁnition of execution semantics is updated as shown be-
low. Note that this modiﬁcation does not affect the implementa-
tion of any other system component, and it does not require
changing the deﬁnition of the constructs involved.
read_message(MessageId, SenderId, Content):
IF (received(MessageId) AND trustworthy
(SenderId))
THEN create_fact(Content)
As far as reusability is concerned, several system components
can be used for different applications. For example, the workﬂow
engine is generic enough to be used within a health informatics
application for simulating clinical activities.
5.2.3. Explanation system’s maintainability and reusability
Two examples are provided to illustrate the explanation sys-
tem’s maintainability. The ﬁrst example involves the two
changes discussed in the previous section. The explanation sys-
tem does not need to be modiﬁed to accommodate these
changes, given that appropriate causal information is added in
the simulation log. This is also the case for any new or modiﬁed
simulation models.
The second example aims to show that maintaining the
explanation system to answer new types of questions does not
require much additional implementation. Let us suppose that
we want to identify common reasons for two situations. The
implementation of common_reason(+A,+B, ?C) in Prolog is pro-
vided below. Building on the deﬁnition of reason/2, only three
new lines of code are needed. It is also interesting to note the
ﬂexibility provided by this implementation: By giving the goal
common_reason(a, b, C) we can obtain any common reason for
two situations a and b.
common_reason(A, B, C):-
reason(A, C),
reason(B, C).
An example of reusability follows. Let us suppose that we want
to explain behaviours for an emergency response scenario, simu-
lated through a different simulation system, which keeps a simula-
tion log with causal information of the form fact/3. Given this
generic representation, we can use the current explanation system
(without any modiﬁcations) to answer questions on the emergency
response scenario.6. Conclusions
The research presented in this paper tackled the problem of
analysing supply chain operation dynamics, a problem that has
been understudied by existing literature. Yet, understanding SC-
wide operation dynamics is highly important for coordinating
and integrating global supply chains. A knowledge-based solution
to this problem was proposed, named SCOlog. SC operation was
modelled in a declarative fashion and it was simulated following
rule-based execution semantics. This approach facilitated the auto-
mated explanation of simulated SC operational behaviours and
performance, and it allowed for diagnosing problematic SC
operation.
The automated explanation support provided by SCOlog was
found to improve the understanding of the domain for non-SCM
experts; this has great potential for use in business and SCM edu-
cation. The maintainability of the approach is a prominent attri-
bute, given the dynamic aspects of SC operation and the
evolving nature of the SCM ﬁeld. Furthermore, SCOlog’s reusabil-
ity makes it possible to explore its potential in a different domain
setting. Finally, it is worth mentioning that this work is tailored
to the SCM domain, a quality that is beneﬁcial from a practical
point of view.
This work has both theoretical and practical implications. As far
as theory is concerned, this is the ﬁrst attempt for an explicit and
thorough solution to the problem of analysing SC operation
dynamics. We regard this as a contribution to the SCM state of
the art, and we hope that it will help begin a fruiful discussion
among scholars. At the same time, the research presented in this
paper demonstrates the applicability and promising prospects of
artiﬁcial intelligence techniques for SCM problems, even for issues
that have not been previously explored. It is now time to get the
two communities together and beneﬁt from the synergies that
can be produced. As far as practical implications are concerned,
SCOlog can be readily used by supply chain managers to aid rele-
vant decision-making. The provided simulation and explanation
systems can be used to support daily SC operation or SC coordina-
tion initiatives. The automated diagnosis of problematic situations
can serve as a foundation for SC improvement projects, and the rig-
orous insight provided can be of great value during SC integration
efforts.
Two research limitations must be pointed out. Firstly, sto-
chastic aspects of SC operation are not considered. Nevertheless,
only minor modiﬁcation of SCOlog would be required to simu-
late and explain SC operation models that include probabilities.
Secondly, SCOlog provides an approach to the analysis of opera-
tion dynamics of generic supply chains. The advantage of this
design decision is the generality of the solution and the corre-
sponding wide audience. The price to be paid is that some
speciﬁc requirements of particular business sectors may not be
satisﬁed. Extending SCOlog to address such issues would be an
interesting topic to explore.
A number of avenues for future research are identiﬁed, given
the contributions and the limitations of this research. Extending
our approach for teaching SCM is regarded as a promising direc-
tion of future work, especially since SCOlog was found to im-
prove non-experts’ understanding of SCM. To this end, we plan
to improve the usability of the simulation and explanation sys-
tems by incorporating animation and rich graphical interface.
There is also opportunity to employ SCOlog for studying indus-
try-speciﬁc supply chains, such as food supply chains. In this
context, we intend to enrich the proposed modelling framework
to address requirements on food SCM, such as the ones dis-
cussed by van der Vorst, Tromp, and van der Zee (2009). We
Table 5
Flexibility business rules for each SC member.
SC Flexibility Business Rule
A. Manataki et al. / Expert Systems with Applications 41 (2014) 23–38 37believe that the approach presented in this paper can serve as a
basis for exploring further SCM problems and for studying alter-
native domains with complex dynamics.member
Supplier1 IF there is an error with P1 items of amount X reserved for order Y
THEN cancel delivery of order Y
Supplier4 IF there is an error with P2 items of amount X
THEN there is a need for X P2 urgent sourcing
IF there is a cancellation of an order delivery for P1 items ofAcknowledgements
This work was supported by an EPSRC studentship to the ﬁrst
author, with grant number EP/P503795/1.amount X THEN there is a need for X P1 urgent sourcing
Table 6Appendix A. Numerical values for case study
See Tables 4–6.Table 4
Policies and processes for each SC member.
SC member SC
operation
Policy (period,
quantity)
SCOR-
process
Duration Cost
Supplier1 Make (3, 6) M1.1 1 10
M1.3 1 30
M1.6 1 10
Deliver D1.2 1 10
D1.3 1 20
D1.11 1 20
D1.12 1 50
Supplier2 Make (1, 12) M1.1 1 10
M1.3 3 30
M1.6 1 10
Deliver D1.2 1 10
D1.3 1 20
D1.11 1 20
D1.12 2 50
Supplier3 Deliver D1.2 1 10
D1.3 1 20
D1.12 1 100
Supplier4 Source
P1
(3, 6) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 20
S1.3 1 10
S1.4 1 10
Source
P2
(2, 12) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 20
S1.3 1 10
S1.4 1 10
Make (3, 6) M1.1 1 10
M1.2 1 30
M1.3 2 50
M1.6 1 10
Deliver D1.2 1 10
D1.3 1 20
D1.11 1 20
D1.12 2 50
Supplier5 Deliver D1 1 200
Manufacturer Source
P2
(2, 8) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 10
S1.4 1 10
Source
P3
(3, 18) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 10
S1.4 1 10
Source
P4
(2, 4) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 10
S1.4 1 10
Make (2, 4) M1.1 1 10
M1.2 1 20
M1.3 2 80
M1.4 1 30
M1.6 1 10
Deliver D1.2 1 10
D1.3 1 20
D1.12 3 100
Retailer1 Source
P5
(2, 3) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 10
Retailer2 Source
P5
(2, 1) S1.1 1 10
S1.2 1 10
Bills of materials.
Product Component Quantity
P5 P2 2
P3 3
P4 1
P4 P1 1
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